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An inspiring true story of a remarkable spiritual awakening.At fifty-two, in the wake of her husband's death, Lori
Morrison found herself living alone on the advantage of a volcanic crater lake in a lush jungle of El Salvador, mourning
and feeling an intense desire to create sense of her loss. Champion of the Living Today Book Awards Gold Medal and the
Nonfiction Authors Association Silver Medal, and IndieBRAG Medallion Honoree.Struggling to create sense of her new
identification, Lori's quest to educate herself and salvage her sanity led her from faraway Columbia, where the girl do
rituals with indigenous healers, to a rehab middle in California and the Sistine Chapel in Rome, then back again to Lake
Ilopango to satisfy her Mayan destiny. Despite the wonder of these new perceptions, her turbulent awakening pushed
Lori right into a spiritual crisis. She landed in a locked psychiatric ward where the doctors got no insight on her
experience. This powerful book tells the inspiring true tale of how Morrison's brain cracked open so that she began to
see, hear, and feel the delicate energy of other sizes of fact, including that of a mysterious past as an ancient Mayan
priest. With the help of a gifted moderate, a Native American shaman, and other healers, she also eventually enjoyed the
spiritual reunion she had dreamed of with her husband and was empowered to guide others in awakening.
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A GENUINE Testament to the Power of the Universe and a Spirtual Awakening!."The experiences she has been through
are incredible...never get the proper help to cope with such a traumatic awakening initially. It's also incredibly sad to
take into account how culture treats people in the medical program who were/are in a similar circumstance that Lori
experienced. The actual fact that society chooses never to acknowledge that there is even more out there than what we
deem "regular or acceptable" individual behavior is a true crime. It is amazing the trip Lori lived.. The deep love and
connection they shared in life transcended death in extremely real ways;the human mind is such a powerful tool. Find
your have strength in whatever capability you can in this normal life. You helped change the earth by releasing all those
souls..What happens when. Amazing! Facinating and informative, an insightful spiritual journey of one woman's way to
find herself after confronting several life altering difficulties. I'm so happy that Lori and others are speaking their
'Truth' and letting the world know there is power out there in the universe that for the most part remains untapped by a
lot of people....begining anew, finding her truest personal and soul's purpose. If you want metaphysical subject matter,
exciting biographies or memoirs, interesting adventures, and incredible mysteries and mysticism, have a look at this
publication. with travels to El Salvador, Brazil, Cusco, Peru and more. Fascinating, exciting, almost unbelievable -- but
very authentic and sincere This is an incredible book.. This book is certainly a heartfelt lovestory, sharing loss, recovery,
power and courage, it reads as an adventure movie! Sometimes frightening yet hopeful… I had heard elements of Lori
Morrison’s story before, but after reading Lori: The Disintegration of My Regular Reality, all I could think was, “We had
no idea…”. This seemingly ordinary business girl was catapulted in to the amazing after getting struck by a laser beam
from above. I can feel Lori’s desperation to understand what had happened and what was happening to her on all
amounts, including the manifestation of obvious mental disease and the onslaught of frightening psychic attacks. The
explanation of Lori’s healing journeys with shaman, energy employees, psychiatrists and psychics was amazing,
culminating in her realization of the real nature of her connection to the Mayan. And then there is Tino, walking carefully
by Lori’s side from his place beyond the veil.. I came across that so hopeful. I recommend this publication; It starts out
as the story of a fascinating relationship and then simply gets better and better and wilder and wilder. A Fascinating
Book that Takes You on A Trip of Courage and Power into the Love that Permeates All. I must say that I've read
hundreds of books in my spiritual development and all my readings have given me pieces of the puzzle. This reserve
provides traveled into my center and given me enourmous spiritual wealth and heritage. It transmits appreciate for the
journey back. This book truly gets the power to remind humanity that transformation & transformation into "love" is the
path. Amazing book, very profund and breathtaking The book narrate with details a personal story, very rough and
incredibly enlightening simultaneously. Mesmerizing, captivating thrilling. What doesn't this reserve have?.Not
forgetting the best intergalactic Nancy Drew mystery to resolve the ultimate mystery.. Lori's story is truly
unbelievable!Lori overcomes grief, battles physical trauma, climbing thru obstacles to find herself again. Go on this
journey with Lori on what she discovered how effective she truly is and you may see for yourself your own abilities and
strength!as Lori did... A genuine heroine's journey and a sweeping like story that transcends period and space.. I hope
one day our paths will cross.Beautifully powerfully written. You can't place it down, examine in 1 gulp sort of bookMs.
Like Lori says in her publication, miracles perform happen.She literally has gone through hell to show us what heaven on
earth looks like and defines a "new normal"Should be mandatory reading for each and every psychology, psychiatry
training curriculum. What a trailblazer. Just what a woman. What a book! Amazing I possibly could not put this reserve
down. Learning whom you truly are can be a blessing. It's a reminder that items we think are impossible are actually
possible. Therefore many who are suffering from a Spiritual Awakening are drugged into oblivion, rather than being
given the tools they need to basically "ride the Windhorse"Lori's work has recently helped many, with this reserve she
will be able to touch base and help so many more.Thank you Lori!! A captivating read from beginning to end. A wonderful
well written read. For someone drawn to shamanism/spirituality/alternate healing, this book will not disappoint.
Fascinating A great read, couldn't put it straight down!. I am hoping this book gets made into a film someday! Her story
is among romance, thrilling yet a drama. What courage you had to arrive through the other aspect! Lori shares her tale
of love, the unknown and trusting others and also her intuition. Not really your standard memoir, this reserve may
validate or inspire reader's own explorations and experiences in the alternate/shamanic realm. After reading her story,

be careful what you ask for! Be prepared to step into the historic beliefs of the Indigenous people crashing with the
Western tradition of the world today.. Just finished Lori’s book. A must read! Amazing story - a must read! Wow! This
book is AMAZING.??? It brought me clarity Thank you sharing your trip. There are twists and turns that maintain you on
the advantage of your chair for the whole book. The facts in her writing design give you a feeling like you're there with
her throughout the tale. She makes comparisons that are poetic and unforgettable - here's an example: "Surviving in El
Salvador is similar to being a teabag steeped in Catholic warm water. It's amazing to think that someone could
encounter or endure so much and like therefore may others out there. I believe that for many people they could seem farfetched, but also for me they felt familiar as my Mother has had a few of the same types of circumstances (such as for
example seeing the vibrant spirits in geometric form forms, and having visions of an indigenous chief from a past
lifestyle).Scanning this book has changed my life. The collection between psychosis and Mystical experiences is a thin
one and one which most in the mental health field have no concept of how to discern. Lori’s sharing of her emotions,
death of her spouse and her temporary stage into perceived insanity is brave and enlightening at the same time.I
congratulate the writer on a masterfully written book - (which I would call a trip to be more precise) A true heroine's
journey and a sweeping love tale that transcends time and space This book is an absolute treasure, a rare gift. I am
hoping others feel just how I did after scanning this story. I am grateful for reading this book because it gives you a
different perspective of your own experiences and a light to keep discovering your path. The Soul's Awakening We
couldn't put it straight down, read in just a few days! Exhilarating and beautifully written with infinite passion. Once
more, a concrete proof the existence of different dimensions and the reality about reincarnation. This amazing tale of
deep emotional and physical pain, followed by the soul's awakening and the pursue of once life's mission. Fascinating
and magical. Sometimes I had to put the publication down and allow my mind to absorb what I was reading. That is an
amazing tale of one woman's spiritual awakening. It has made me want to know more about the writer, her trip and her
presents to the world, which include this memoir.. Lori requires us on a trip through the Mayan tradition, modern-day
Shamanism; Lori's story is captivating and provided me a fresh perspective on what it means to be called to program by
the Divine. Un-put-downable! Thoroughly enjoyed the read, gripping storytelling!! I as well am going right through a
spiritual .I loved the book, overly busy, well written, a fantastic story at times..Today's day Historical nonfiction. Oh my
goodness!! Amazing!! I too am going right through a spiritual modification in life, because of stage 4 cancer of the colon.
Knowledge meant of just knowing things about people and providing them with peace is an excellent issue. Morrison's
courage is extraordinary. Lori has had the opportunity to place into words the experience that "does not have any
phrases"..! Lori Morrison is a great writer, and the tale she's to tell is certainly mind-blowing. There was a time that I
felt fear for you and knew that feeling as I acquired skilled it before. Humorous and seemingly “out there” sometimes
written from the center... A captivating read from beginning to end.! This book not only makes me feel just like I am
along on the journey with Lori, but gives me wish that those getting up with their spiritual selves understand they aren't
alone and they have a sister who, through her own lifestyle altering experiences, found the most precious gift of all;
enlightenment... From the Western education and life-style, Lori finds herself in a state of mind many contact insanity,
but could it be really the procedure for Enlightenment so most are searching for?
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